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Introduction.

Under certain circumstances differential equations which are analytic

functions of a parameter and of the dependent variables admit of periodic

solutions which are expansible as converging power series in the parameter.

The proof of the existence of the periodic solutions is usually much more

laborious than the actual construction of their first terms. Heretofore it has

been necessary to give the proof of their existence in each specific case before

the validity of the construction was assured.

In this paper the problem of proving the existence of the periodic solutions

in a very general class of cases will be developed in such a manner that it is

closely related to that of their practical construction; and it will be shown

from these relations that, whatever the multiplicity of the solutions, when

the formal construction is possible the existence proof can be made. Therefore

in this class of cases the direct existence proof is no longer necessary, and the

complete discussion is correspondingly simplified and shortened.

The Differential Equations.

Let us consider the differential equations

(1) -¿¡ = fi(yx,---,yn,u;t) (t = i, •••, n),

where the /,• are uniform, continuous, and periodic functions of t. Without

loss of generality the period can be taken equal to 2ir. Now suppose that

when the parameter p. is zero, equations (1) admit the periodic solution

yi = yf(t) (t«i, •••,»),

in which the period is 2ir, or a multiple of 27r.    If the period is a multiple of

2ir, we may change t by such a constant factor that it reduces to 2tt .

In order to discuss the solutions of (1) when p. is distinct from zero, let

* Presented to the Society at Chicago, April 29, 1911.
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Vi=y?+Xi (i-l,...,n).

Suppose the /, are analytic functions of y i — y{P = x, and p, and regular at

y i - y? = m = o

for 0 < t ^ 2x. We notice that the right members of the differential equa-

tions resulting from this transformation vanish for

Xi = p. = 0.

If for convenience of notation we denote the parameter p by xQ, the right

members of equations (1) can be expanded as power series in the x, with

coefficients which are periodic in t, as follows:

Jr. n n       j n      j       k

(2)   f+s^=^94Zi:teTi£i^v.+-
Ot j=i j=0 k=0 ;=0 i=0 l=»

(i = 1, •••, n),

where the 6j'.).. are continuous periodic functions of í.

Before integrating equations (2) let us consider the equations

(3) f+J>Ä=°.
which are obtained by setting the left members of (2) equal to zero. These equa-

tions are linear and homogeneous with periodic coefficients. A single equation

of the nth order with periodic coefficients was treated by Floquet,* and the

set (3) was discussed in detail by Moulton and MacMillan.í The solu-

tions of these equations can be written in the form

n

(4) Xi=T,A¿?(t) (t = l,--,n),
i=\

in which the A¡ are constants of integration, while the £p can be so taken that

the determinant

A=|£^(0)|

equals unity. The determinant A expanded according to the elements of the

¿th line is

(5) A=¿A«#)(0),
¿=i

where A^° is the minor obtained by suppressing the ¿th line and jth column of A

and attaching the proper sign.

♦Annales de l'École Normale Supérieure, vol. 12 (1883-1884), p. 47.
t American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 33 (1911), pp. 63-96.
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Integration of the Differential Equations as Power Series in the Initial Values.

If the initial values of the Xi be denoted by ai, and if aro be denoted by a0,

it follows from Cauchy's existence theorem* that the solutions of (2) are

expansible as power series in the a,- (j = 0, •• -, n), reducing for t = 0 to

a;,(0) = «,;

and it follows from Poincaré's extension f of Cauchy's theorem that these

solutions converge for all values of t in any preassigned range for which the

expansions (2) converge, provided the moduli of the a,- are sufficiently small.

That is, the solutions of (2) can be written

n

(6) Xi = 224')(XJ"T" higher degree terms (¿ = 1, •••, n),
J=o

where
4°(0) = 1 (i-l, •••,»),

and all the remaining coefficients vanish at t = 0.

On substituting (6) in (2) and rearranging as power series in a0, •■-,«„,

we have from the coefficients of a,-

(7) ^rr + Hofxf =0 «,j-i, ••-,«).
at      k=i

These equations are the same as (3), and the solutions are therefore

(8) ¿? = Í.Aft?<Ü «. 3 - 1. ••• ■ n).*=i

From the initial conditions it follows that

^(0)= 5tf,
where

5¿y=0    (í+i),       5,7=1    (<-i).
Hence

Ê^W(O)-«« «-i. ...-.*).*=i
Since the determinant of the left members, A, is unity, the solutions of these

equations are

At = -*>,
so that

(9) é? = ¿aS/^o (i, j « 1, »., »),
_ *=i

* Collected Works, 1st series, vol. 7.
t Les Méthodes Nouvelles de la Mécanique Céleste, vol. 1, p. 55.
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Since xo = a0, the coefficients of a0 are linear but not homogeneous.    From

equations (2) we find

(io) ^4-E««#.i,(í) (i = i, ••-,«).

The general solution of these non-homogeneous equations can be found by

the method of variation of parameters.    We can denote it by

(H) ^-«.(O + ÈW (i-l, -,»).
k=l

where the m,(i)  are particular solutions, and the A^ are  constants of

integration.

From the initial conditions we must have

4°(0) = 0.
Hence

(12) EATtf(O) = - m,-(0) « = 1. •••. «).*=i

Solving these equations, we get

Af=-llAfmj(Q) (ft-1, •••,*),
i=i

so that

(13) a4o-«*(O-eeAy>%(0)Ä°(O       (¿ = i, ••-,«).*=i j=i

The sum of all of the linear terms in the solution for the .r, is found from (9)

and (13) to be

¿4%= ¿¿¿Wo,- ¿¿a"S(0)^«(+ »»«(<) • «0
i=0 J=l t=l *=1 J=l

(14)

= È\îl&ï)l<*j-rni(0)a0]\&(t) + m((t) •«,.

.4 Change of Parameters.

Let us now make a change of parameters by the linear substitution

n

(15) a0=ß0,        EAf [a,— j»<(0)ao] = 0*       (ft « 1, •••, n),
j=i

which can be solved for the as in terms of the ß's, since the determinant

| A^ | has the value unity.    The result is
n

(16) «o=^o,       *i = m,(O)0o4Z£Ï',(O)/3i      (i-l. —.»).
*=i

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 10
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Since the solutions (6) as power series in a0, • • •, an converge provided the

moduli of the ay are sufficiently small, they can also be developed as power

series in the ßj which will converge provided the moduli of the ßi are suffi-

ciently small ; and for t = 0 will reduce to

Xi(0) = mi(0)ß0 +jt &>(0)ßk (í-1. —.«).
k=l

Since the transformation (15) is linear and homogeneous, the coefficient of

every ß of degree higher than the first will vanish at t = 0. Expressed in

terms of the /3's, the solutions can be written

Xi = ro¿ (0 0o + ¿ ÍPÍO ßj + EExTkßjßk
' j=l j=0 *=0

(17)V       ' n      j       k

+ £££a$,/8,/9*/3,+ •••      <i = 1> •••' n>-
j=0k=0 1=0

Since j3i, • • • , ßn can be regarded as arbitrary, one sees that they are nothing

else than the constants of integration of the linear terms (3).    We have

therefore, since the periodic properties of fl) have not been used, the

Theorem: 7/

dx '
(A) -¿ = fi(xi, ■•■, xn; p.; t) (¿ = 1, •••,n)

is a system of differential equations in which the fi are analytic functions of

xi, • ■ • , xn; p., regular at the point X\ = • • ■ = xn = p = 0, for all t in the

interval 0 < t < T, and vanish for x\ = ■ • • = xn = u = 0, and if the fi are

uniform and continuous in t in the interval 0 < t < T; and if

(B) f'+Z/A=0 (»-!,...,„)

are the linear terms of (A) equated to zero, then the solutions of (A) are expansible

as power series in u and the constants of integration of the solutions of (B), and

these solutions converge in the interval 0 < t < T provided the moduli of the

parameter p and the constants of integration are sufficiently small.

For the sake of future notation we will write (17) in the form

(18)        xi = i,xyßj+itZxfkßJßk + ibilT,x%ßjßkßl+ ■■■,
j=0 j=0k=0 j=0k=0 1=0

though it is to be observed that the a^0 are the same as the linear terms of (17),

viz:

x)i)=^f   (i.i-l. •••, »),       a4<)=»»<   (*-l, ■••.»).

and are not the same as the x^p used in (6)-(14).
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On substituting (18) in (2) and rearranging as power series in ß0, • • •, j3„,

we find from the coefficients of the terms of the second degree

J=Oi=oL    Ol 1=1 J j=0k=0 \r=0 /   \«=0 /

(i9) =ÍÍJ±Í qiW^+éW)) ßß,
r=0 ,=0 \j=0k=0 /

= ÈÎeJ±± *:m;W+x<;W)) ßßk,
j=0k=0        \r=0 »=0 /

where e,k = 1 if j + k, and «,, = 1/2.   The terms

tileAxfxf + xfxï)
r=0 a=0

are all known as soon as the linear terms are known. Their sum depends only

on the indices i, j, k. Consequently the particular solution of (19), which

depends on this sum, can be denoted by <plf¡(t), and the solution of (19) is

(20) ±txfWk = ±t\*fu{t) + ±AW^Wk.
j=0 *=0 }=0 k=0 L /=1 J

By virtue of the initial conditions we must have

¿4^(0) =-*#(0) (i-l, ...,n),

whence

4*=-¿¿«(0)>
A=l

so that (20) becomes

(21) ¿t^A=¿¿r^(O-e¿Af^(0)£«(<)l^A-
j=0 *=0 j=0 *=0 L 1=1 *=1 J

In the same manner we obtain for the terms of the third degree

»  i   * r'/W>      n i

III  T+I^,  W<
i=o *=o i=o L   al        >»=i J

n      p      q /    n \   /    n \   /    " \ n      P

-IIICU>^    Iä    IO, tIIö«
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J.P) J.1) _1_   ~(P) ~(ï) \ ~(r)

[April

n      j      k

J=0 *-.0   1=0

n       p       q

2—, 2—1 2—1 fjkl "l'qr '
p=0 q=Q r=0

n      p

p=0 î=0

+ 11«^^

+ (xfx'f+x[")xf)xlp

+ (x(j")x(?)+xi?)x(?))x?

4- (x^xf + éfxf)*?-,

+ (aS!)a$,) + a4«a^)J.

The symbol e#i means 1 if j, A and I are all different; 1/2 if two are alike and

different from the third; and 1/6 if all three are alike. The symbol 5ytj means

that when two of the three letters j, k, and I are equal only one of two like

terms is to be taken, and when all three are equal only one of three like terms

is to be taken.

The right members of equations (22) are all known and they depend

only upon the indices i, j, k, and I. If therefore we denote the particular

solutions by ?$,(<)> the complete solutions can be written

(23) £±ix%ßJßkßl=±±i\v%(t) + ±A;k\tt\ßjßkßl.
3=0 *=0 1=0 }=0 k=0 1=0 L m=l J

On determining the constants of integration A(fu\ so as to make the 3$, vanish

at t = 0, we get

(24) tÍÍx%^^=ttt\ <P%(t) -tt^V%(0)^]ßjßkßt
3=0 k=0 1=0 j=0*=0i=0L g=ik=l J

(» « 1,   •■-, n).

The coefficients of the fourth and higher degree terms in ßi, • • ■ , ßn can be

developed in a similar manner.

Integration of the Differential Equations as Power Series in p.

Without specifying the initial values of the a;, and without regard to the

convergence of the series so derived, the differential equations can be integrated

formally as power series in p, or any root of u, say p.xip. We will integrate as

power series in p, and leave the constants of integration arising at each step

undetermined.    We shall have then

(25) xi = xfu + 4V 4- 4V +••• ( i - 1, •••,«).

Substituting these expressions in (2), we have from the coefficients of the first

power of p, since x0 = u,

dxf
T

i=x
(26) a'+ZW-«*?«) (i - 1,  •■■, n).
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These equations are the same as equations (10).    They have therefore the

same solution (11), viz.,

(27) a^» mi(t) + T.Af$p (i-l. ••-,«),
3=1

which can be written

(28) 4i)=¿4,,4í) (i-l, •••,»).

the x{p being the same functions of t as in (18), and A(p = 1.

The coefficients of p? give the equations

(29) -£- + I W =H «5S ( 1W ) ( I ¿W )     « - ». • ' •. »)•
al        j=\ ¡=o k=o       \p=o / \?=o /

These equations are essentially the same as (19), the right members differing

only in that Apl) is substituted for ßp.   The solutions are therefore

(30) x?=±J:vfk(t)AfAf+±B?W       (i-l, •••,»).
j=0 *=0 i=l

We propose to leave the constants of integration undetermined, but we observe

that if we give the B(2) the form

B? = -±Af±± <p% (0) AfAf+A?,
k=l 3=0 k=0

where the A{2) are undetermined, the solution (30) takes the form

x? =±t\>pfk(t) -±±Ar<p%(0) W n)]AyAy+±A?!f?
j=0 k=0 L 1=1 h=l J j=\

(31) n    .

= ti,x<;WAV + ±A?xf>
j-0 *=0 j=0

where A02) = 0.   The initial value of x^ is then

ÈAfx^KO),

which is undetermined since all of the A(2) are undetermined.

From the coefficients of pz we havr

J   (i) n n      p       q /   n \    /   n \/B \

f+I W -Illdl W      S A^xf   ( I ^M' )
Of j=l    ' j,-0 ?=0   r=0 \J=0 /   \*=0 /   \ 1=0 /

(32) 4 ± t C {14l)*f [ 114W# +1 4W»1
p=0  9=0 I j=0 L *=0 i=0 *=0 J

4 ± ii?^" [ t i A<iWMt+ ± Afx{A 1,
j=o L *=o i=o k=o J J
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which becomes on rearranging the right member

[April

J-t») » n      j       k

*tZW=ZIZ
j=l j=0 k=0  1=0dt

P       ?

EEZe^'
p=0 q=0 r=0

^jkPqpr

- + (¿»x™+x?xk»)ér

+ (x^xf + afpx^)^

.+ (xi*¥?+xW)x?.

(33)
+ EEMK

p=0 q=0
J'krpq

+ (x$x<p+xfkx\'»)-

AfAkX)A¡y

+ 11 \t È**£(z?W + $W)][A<;>Ak*>+ AfAf].
j=0 k=0 \_p=0 7=1) J

On comparing these equations with (22) and (19), it is seen that the solution is

(34) I^¿¿t44^n¿t^[^+^,] + tB^>•
j=0 k=0  1=0 j=0 *=0 ff=l

If now the constants of integration are given the form

Bf « - ± A<? \ ± 11 <?%( 0 )AfAfAf
»=1 L 3=0 k=0   1=0

+ t Í <pfk( 0 ) ( AfAf + A?A? ) 1 + A?,
3=0 k=0 J

equations (34) become

4° = 11 ¿ [ -£ - £ ± a<>£> ( o )£<;>]
j=o k=o 1=0 L 0=1 *=i J

+ EtF*$-¿¿ A»^S( o )£<;>"] [ ¿?u«+4^i,J] + ± Af>&>,
3=0 k=o L g=i A=l J J=l

which are simply

n       j       k

2Z2ZH
3=0 k=0 1=0

(35)

j.i) — y y y -tu jo) j(i)j
xs  — ¿-, i-, ¿-, xjklAj ¿±k a

+ IE^( 4"^ + 4^(» ' ) + £ -W.
y=o

where the ^á^ are the constants of integration, A03) = 0, and é/¿¡ and xpk

are the same functions of t which occur in (24) and (21). Since these functions

vanish with t, the initial values of the x%' are

4i,(0) = E43)4i)(0).
j=0
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The coefficients of the higher powers of p can be determined in a similar

manner. So far as they have been worked out, the solutions as power series

in p are

xi = \f.A*Vp\+ \± Í¿MyAV + ±¿pA?]s
L 3=0 J L 3=0 *=0 j=0 J

(36) +\tt tx%A?A™AV+± tx'jKAfAf + AfAf)
L 3=0 k=0  1=0 j=0  k=0

+ ¿4,)4<)V+---,
j=o J

where A™ =1 and A[p) = 0, (p = 2, ■ • • , oo ) and all the other Af are

undetermined. But equations (36) are precisely what one obtains on sub-

stituting in (17)

(37) ß0 = p,    0,= 4,v + 4V + 4V+"-   (i-i.-.»).

This, of course, should be expected, for if we take

0< Af< M,

where M is a positive constant, the substitution (37) converges for all values

of p < 1, and consequently the substitution of (37) in (17) will give the solu-

tions of the differential equations as power series in p which converge for values

of p sufficiently small, and which reduce at t = 0 to

*i(0) = È ¿4*^(0) m*.
*=1 j=0

But these are exactly the conditions under which (36) were developed. The

two series are therefore identical.

Conditions for Periodic Solutions.

From the hypothesis as to the dj'l in the coefficients of the differential

equations, i. e., that they are periodic functions of t with the period 2t , it

follows that sufficient conditions that the solutions shall be periodic with the

period 2kir ( k an integer ) are

Xi (2kw) = Xi (0) (i = 1, •••, n).

If the Xi all return to their original values, it is obvious from the differential

equations that their first derivatives retake their initial values, and therefore

all higher derivatives do likewise.    Consequently under these conditions

Xi (t+ 2kir) = Xi (t) (¿ = 1, ■•-,«).
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If we denote the difference between the value of a function at t = 2kw and

at t = 0 by a dash over the letter representing the function, e. g.,

Xi — x, ( 2kir ) — x, ( 0 ),

the conditions for periodicity as derived from (18) are

n n      j m      j       k

(38)    o = 2>;>0,4 E 2>AV* 411 Eï&w« + • • • ■
j=0 j'=0*=U j=0*=0   1=0

As derived from (36), the conditions are

Q = \±Apxp]p+\±±xpkApAkV + ±A?ïp]p2
*    L 3=0 J L j=* k=0 3=0 J

(39)      +\±Í±x%ApAVAT + tt¿pk(ApA?+A?AV)
L 3=0 k=0   1=0 3=0 k=0

+ tAfxf]p3+ ....
j=o J

Since equations (39) can be derived from equations (38) by the substitution

(37), it is clear that if the undetermined constants A^p) can be determined so

as to satisfy (39), then the values of the ßj as defined in (37) will satisfy the

conditions (38). That is, the determination of the constants 4P) so as *°

make the series (36) periodic is equivalent to a purely formal solution of the

equations of condition (38). The convergency of the series thus obtained

is thus reduced to a question in the theory of implicit functions: Under what

conditions does a purely formal solution of a set of equations of the type (38)

converge ?

Let us suppose first that in the coefficient of p? every A^ can be determined.

This will be possible if the determinant | Sp | 4 0 ( i, j = 1, • • •, n¡ ), and

the determination is unique. But if this determinant is not zero equations (38)

can also be solved uniquely, since | Sp | is its functional determinant.

The condition that the determinant

l^l-l^l (i.i-1. •••,».)
shall not vanish is equivalent to the condition given by Poincaré,* but is some-

what simpler. The functional determinant, | dypi/dßj | in his notation, is the

functional determinant of the at obtained from (38) after transforming them

by equations (15). It can be shown without trouble that the functional

determinant of the a, is the product of the two determinants | $p ( 0 ) | and

| fp |, the first of which (see equation (4) et seq.) has the value unity. The

second can be formed as soon as a fundamental set of solutions of (3) is known.

* Les Méthodes Nouvelles de la Mécanique Céleste, vol. I, p. 83.
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Let us suppose that the roots of the fundamental equation for the solutions

of (3) are all distinct.   Then

where the ^° (t) are periodic with the period 27r.   The determinant

I ?/} I = I \#}(0) | f[(e2k^ - 1) = ft (e2*^ - 1)   (¡ban integer-),
3=1 j=l

can vanish if, and only if, k\j = 0 mod V — 1 for one or more values of j.

The same result holds if two or more of the characteristic exponents Xy are

equal. Consequently periodic solutions with the period 2fc7r always exist

if k\j ^ 0 mod V — 1 for all j. In particular, if k = 1 we have the theorem

that, if none of the characteristic exponents Xy are congruent to zero mod V — 1,

then there exists one and only one periodic solution with the period 27r .*

It is to be observed that the determinant | £y° | may vanish for t = 2ktr

while it does not vanish for t = 2x. Indeed, if any of the Xy are pure imag-

inaries and rational, there exist values of k for which the determinant vanishes.

If the determinant | £y° | vanishes, then the constants Afx cannot all be

determined by the periodicity conditions on the coefficients of p?, and in gen-

eral the solutions will no longer be unique. Nevertheless, it may still be

possible to determine the A}p) so as to satisfy the periodicity conditions, and

the solutions thus obtained will converge provided the determination becomes

unique at any step; for it is shown in a paper entitled A method for deter-

mining the solutions of a set of analytic functions in the neighborhood of a

branch point t that a formal solution of a system of equations of the type of

(38) as a power series in integral or fractional powers of u converges provided

the solution is not multiple identically in /x. If the solution is such a multi-

ple solution, then at no step will the determination of the constants A)P) become

unique, and the question of the convergence of such coincident branches re-

mains open.    We have then the

Theorem: If

~M-f¡(xi> ■ ■ ■ , xn; p.; t) (i = i, ••■,»)

is a system of differential equations in which the fi are expansible as power series

in ii, • • •, x„, and u, vanishing for Xi = • • • = xn = p = 0, with coefficients

which are uniform, continuous and periodic functions of t with the period 2ir;

and if the fi converge for 0 ̂  t <; 2tt when x,< p,, n<r, then the solutions x¡(t) are

* This theorem was given by Poincaré, loe. cit., p. 181.

tMAcMiLLAN, Mathematische Annalen. The paper is in type and will appear

in 1912.
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expansible as power series in p, or any fractional power of p, which converge for

all t in the interval 0 ^t _ 2kw provided \ß\ is sufficiently small. If the constants

of integration arising at each step can be determined so as to make the solution

formally periodic with the period 2kir, then the solution so determined will be

periodic and converge for all finite values of t provided \p\ is sufficiently small.

If periodic solutions exist as power series in fractional powers of p, but not

in integral powers, then it will not be possible to determine the constants A(f

in (36) so as to satisfy the periodicity conditions, but on taking

4'V = ßj (i-l, ■•-,n),

4p)=o (p = 2, •••»),

we pass at once to the general equations of existence (38) in ßi, • ■ ■ , ß„, which

are more convenient and much simpler than the corresponding equations

expressed in terms of the initial values of the Xi. The forms of the periodic

solutions, if they exist at all as power series in integral or fractional powers of

p, are then readily found. But if the construction of the solutions can be made

in either integral or fractional powers of p, one is assured of the convergence

of the solutions so obtained for all values of t provided the modulus of /x is

sufficiently small.
The University of Chicago,

June 10, 1911.


